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Abstract

The dynamic response of glass fibre–vinylester composite beams is measured by impacting the beams at mid-span with
metal foam projectiles. The beams exist in composite monolithic form, and in sandwich configuration with composite face-
sheets and a core made from PVC foam or end-grain balsa wood. High-speed photography is used to measure the transient
transverse deflection of the beams and to record the dynamic modes of deformation and failure. For both monolithic and
sandwich configurations, a flexural wave travels from the impact site towards the supports. Ultimate failure of the mono-
lithic and sandwich beams is by tensile tearing of the faces. The sandwich beams also exhibit cracking of the core, and face-
sheet delamination. The dynamic strength of the beams is quantified by the maximum transient transverse deflection at
mid-span of the beams as a function of projectile momentum. It is demonstrated that sandwich beams can outperform
monolithic beams of equal mass. The trade-off between core strength and core thickness is such that a low density
PVC foam core outperforms a higher density PVC foam core. End-grain balsa wood has a superior stiffness and strength
to that of PVC foam in compression and in shear. Consequently, sandwich beams with a balsa core outperform beams with
a PVC foam core for projectiles of low momentum. The order reverses at high values of projectile momentum: the sand-
wich beams with a balsa wood core fail prematurely in longitudinal shear by splitting along the grain.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Sandwich beams with composite face-sheets and a lightweight foam core are commonly used in lightweight
structures. Thus, it is important to ascertain their deformation and fracture behaviour under both static and
dynamic loadings. A significant body of literature now exists on the measured and predicted properties of
composite sandwich structures under static loading. For example, Steeves and Fleck (2004) have investigated
the static three-point bending response of simply supported sandwich beams made from glass–epoxy face-
sheets and a polymer foam core. Tagarielli et al. (2004) have investigated the effect of fully clamped boundary
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conditions upon the static bending response of these beams. The main modes of deformation and failure under
static loading are reviewed in the books of Zenkert (1995), Gibson and Ashby (1997) and Ashby et al. (2000)
while Abrate (1998) has summarised the failure of composite structures under impact loading.

The behaviour of composite sandwich structures subjected to low speed impact is fairly well understood. In
the aerospace industry, the focus of attention has been mainly upon barely visible impact damage due to slow
speed impact. For example, delamination and a consequent reduction of compressive strength can be observed
upon dropping a wrench on a composite structure, see for example Olsson et al. (in press). Likewise, in the
automotive industry, the concern is with relatively low impact speeds (on the order of 10–30 m s�1). Recently,
Xu and Rosakis (2000) have performed an experimental investigation into the delamination failure of compos-
ite sandwich beams in this velocity range.

In a broad range of practical engineering applications, structures are subjected to intense, distributed load-
ing over a short time, such that the applied loads far exceed the quasi-static collapse strength. The response of
metallic monolithic beams and plates to shock type loading has been extensively investigated. For example,
Wang and Hopkins (1954) and Symmonds (1954) analysed the impulsive response of clamped circular plates
and beams, respectively. An increasing body of theoretical work suggests that metallic sandwich structures are
more resistant to shock loading than monolithic structures, see for example Fleck and Deshpande (2004) and
Xue and Hutchinson (2003). The superior performance of the metallic sandwich structure is due in part to
fluid–structure interaction effects, as outlined by Taylor (1941).

The prediction of enhanced dynamic strengths of metallic sandwich beams over monolithic designs has been
confirmed in a number of recent experimental investigations. In these studies, sandwich structures were sub-
jected to high intensity pressure pulses by impact with metal foam projectiles (Radford et al., 2005). The pres-
sure pulses applied by the projectile on the structure mimic shock loading in air and in water, with peak
pressures of the order of 100 MPa and loading times of approximately 0.1 ms. Using this technique, Radford
et al. (in press) and Rathbun et al. (in press) have confirmed the enhanced dynamic strengths of metallic sand-
wich beams with lattice cores, while McShane et al. (in press) came to the same conclusion for metallic circular
sandwich plates.

Much less is known about the resistance of composite sandwich structures to intense, distributed dynamic
loading representative of air and water blast. Olsson et al. (2006) and Moyer et al. (1991) performed finite
element (FE) calculations to investigate the shock response of GRP (glass reinforced polymer) sandwich
structures with the effects of fluid–structure interaction neglected. Mäkinen (2001) extended these numerical
studies to underwater shock loading and demonstrated that the acoustic mismatch between the water and
composite face-sheets enhances the fluid–structure interaction effect, thereby increasing the resistance of
composite sandwich beams to underwater shock loading. Experimental investigations on military applica-
tions of composite structures have focused mainly on their perforation resistance to sharp projectiles; see
for example the monograph of Abrate (1997). Data on the shock loading of composite sandwich structures
remains lacking.

The aim of the current experimental study is to investigate the dynamic strength of composite sandwich
beams comprising glass–vinylester composite face-sheets and cores made from PVC foam or end-grain balsa
wood. These material combinations are commonly used in minesweeping ships and are hence of considerable
practical interest. In the current study, metal foam projectiles are used to dynamically load end-clamped
monolithic and sandwich beams as sketched in Fig. 1. The monolithic beams comprise plain woven glass
fibre–vinylester composite, while the composite sandwich beams have face-sheets made from glass fibre–viny-
lester and cores made from PVC foam or balsa wood. The primary objectives of the experimental investiga-
tions are

(i) to investigate the dynamic deformation and failure mechanisms, and
(ii) to develop an understanding for the effect of core composition and sandwich beam geometry upon the

dynamic strength of composite sandwich beams.

Several of the sandwich and monolithic beams are chosen to have approximately equal areal mass, allowing
us to compare the dynamic strength of the beams on the basis of equal mass. First, the relevant mechanical
properties of the constituent materials are reported, and the fabrication of the sandwich beams is detailed.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the sandwich beam geometry, with loading and clamping configuration.
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Next, the dynamic beam tests are reported. Finally, we use the experimental results to deduce the role of sand-
wich beam geometry and core material in dictating the dynamic strength of composite sandwich beams.

2. Fabrication of the sandwich beams

The monolithic and sandwich beams tested in this study were produced by a vacuum infusion technique:
a dry pre-form of woven glass fibre and core (when present) was placed under vacuum and infused by a
cold-curing vinylester resin.1 The face-sheets comprised 1–3 layers of a quasi-isotropic woven glass fibre fab-
ric DBLT850 (of thickness 0.85 mm per layer, with equal amounts of fibres in the 0�, ±45� and 90� direc-
tions). Upon infusion with the vinylester resin an overall density of 1700 kg m�3 was achieved. Sandwich
beams were manufactured using three types of sandwich cores as supplied by DIAB2; (i) grade H100 Diviny-
cell PVC foam core (density 100 kg m�3), (ii) grade H250 Divinycell PVC foam core (density 250 kg m�3)
and (iii) end-grain balsa wood (DIAB designation ProBalsa LD7, density 90 kg m�3). Typically, panels of
dimension 2 m · 1.5 m were manufactured and sandwich beams were subsequently cut from these panels
using a diamond grit saw.

Monolithic beams of thickness 1.5 mm and 2.2 mm were manufactured from two and three layers of woven
glass fibre fabric, respectively. Combinations of face-sheets and core for the sandwich beams were chosen as
follows. The face-sheet thickness was h = 0.85 mm, 1.5 mm and 2.20 mm, corresponding to single, double and
three layers, respectively, of the woven glass fibre fabric. The three types of sandwich core were each of thick-
ness c = 5 mm, 10 mm and 15 mm. This allowed for various combinations of core and face-sheet thickness to
produce three sets of sandwich beam, such that each set has an almost constant areal mass m.

The geometry and areal mass of the monolithic and sandwich beams are detailed in Table 1. We denote the
monolithic beams by the letter M while the H100, H250 and balsa wood core sandwich beams are labelled H,
HD and B, respectively. Note that each set is not populated by all types of beams, due to limitations on the
range of availability of core densities and core thicknesses. For example, no H250 core sandwich beams are
present in Set 1, and Set 3 contains neither sandwich beams with a balsa wood core nor monolithic beams.
The 1.5 mm thick monolithic beams (m � 2.5 kg m�2) have no corresponding sandwich beams of approxi-
mately equal areal mass and are assigned Set 0 in Table 1.
1 The authors are grateful to Prof. D. Zankert of the Institute of lightweight Structures, KTH, Stockholm, Sweden for the use of his
facilities for specimen preparation.

2 DIAB AB, Box 201, 312 22 Laholm, Sweden.



Table 1
The materials and geometry of the sandwich beams tested in this study (the span between outer supports is 2L = 200 mm in all tests)

Core Beam
designation

Face-sheet thickness,
h (mm)

Core thickness,
c (mm)

Areal density,
m (kg m�2)

Set 0, m � 2.5 kg m�2 None M1 0.85 – 2.55

Set 1, m � 3.5 kg m�2 None M2 1.5 – 3.74
H100 PVC H1 0.85 5 3.39
Balsa B1 0.85 5 3.43

Set 2, m � 4.3 kg m�2 H100 PVC H2 0.85 15 4.39
H250 PVC HD1 0.85 5 4.14
Balsa B2 0.85 15 4.33

Set 3, m � 6.3 kg m�2 H100 PVC H3 1.5 10 6.10
H250 PVC HD2 0.85 15 6.64
H250 PVC HD3 1.5 5 6.35

The specimens labelled M denote monolithic beams, H and HD denote sandwich beams with H100 and H250 PVC foam cores,
respectively, and the specimens labelled B denote sandwich beams with a balsa wood core. The specimens are grouped in four sets, with
beams of each set having approximately equal areal mass.
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3. Quasi-static properties of the constituent materials

The quasi-static properties of the constituent materials were measured by performing uniaxial tension and
compression tests on the composite face-sheet material, and uniaxial compression tests on the core materials.

3.1. Uniaxial tests on face-sheet materials

The tests on the composite face-sheets were conducted in a screw-driven test machine at a nominal applied
strain rate of 10�3 s�1. Rectangular specimens 120 mm · 25 mm were cut from the single layer and double
layer composite sheets, and aluminium tabs were adhered to the specimen ends in order to produce test spec-
imens with a gauge length 100 mm. The tension tests were performed by friction gripping of the aluminium
end tabs. A Celanese rig was used to ensure adequate alignment in the compression tests. The axial strain
in both the compression and tension tests was measured by bonding foil strain gauges to the specimens.
The axial load was measured by the load cell of the test machine.

The tensile and compressive nominal stress versus nominal strain responses of the woven glass–vinylester
composite are plotted in Fig. 2a (for both single and double fabric layers). In tension, the materials exhibit an
initial elastic response with a modulus Ef of 9 GPa and 14 GPa for the single and double fabric layer materials,
respectively. At a strain of approximately 0.5%, matrix cracking initiates and this results in a reduction of stiff-
ness; a linear response ensues and the composite fails by tensile tearing at a tensile strain of approximately
2.5%. The tensile strength is rf = 330 MPa for the double layer, and 220 MPa for the single layer. In compres-
sion, the laminate displays an approximately linear response, with a compressive axial modulus slightly less
than the tensile value, and this is ascribed to a combination of fibre waviness and minor misalignment of
the specimen in the rig. The micro-buckling compressive strengths are approximately 150 MPa and
200 MPa for the single layer and double layer materials, respectively, and are attained at a nominal compres-
sive strain of 1.6%. The composite specimens made from three fabric layers have similar properties to those of
the double layer and so these results are omitted in Fig. 2a for the sake of clarity. It is argued that the small
difference in properties between the single and multiple fabric layer materials is due to differences in the fibre
volume fractions in these materials.

3.2. Compression tests on PVC foams and end-grain balsa wood

Compression tests were performed on the H100 and H250 PVC foams and on the balsa wood at a nominal
strain rate of 10�4 s�1 using a screw-driven test machine. The compressive load was measured by the load cell
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Fig. 2. The quasi-static responses of the sandwich beam constituent materials. (a) Uniaxial tensile and compressive responses of the single
and double layer woven glass–vinylester laminates. (b) Uniaxial compressive response of H100 and H250 PVC foams and balsa wood.
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of the test machine, while the compressive strain was deduced from the relative displacement of the compres-
sion platens, as measured by a laser extensometer. The platens were lubricated with silicone spray to reduce
friction. Cuboidal specimens of cross-section 30 mm · 30 mm and thickness in the range 5–16 mm were
employed. For the case of the end-grain balsa wood, care was taken to ensure that the specimens did not span
the glued interfaces of the plates, so that the measured properties represent true balsa wood properties. All
balsa specimens were cut from blocks with a density of about 90 kg m�3 in order to ensure a consistent set
of results.

Fig. 2b presents a summary of the static uniaxial compressive responses for the three materials, measured at
a strain rate of 10�4 s�1. The figure includes the measured engineering stress versus strain curves for the
Divinycell H100 foam, H250 foam and ProBalsa LD7 balsa wood (specimens of thickness 5 mm and
15 mm). In all cases, the material exhibits an initial elastic regime, followed by a plateau phase and densifica-
tion. The static compressive strength rpl of the materials is defined here as the stress at a total strain of 15%.
This strength is independent of specimen thickness and is found to be 1.7 MPa, 5.8 MPa and 4.5 MPa for the
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H100, H250 and balsa wood, respectively, in line with the properties reported in the manufacturer’s data
sheets. The nominal densification strain is 80% for the H100 foam and the balsa wood, and about 70% for
the H250 foam. While balsa wood displays a flat plateau regime up to densification, the PVC foams exhibit
some hardening prior to densification. Almost no lateral expansion was observed in the plastic range in any of
the compression tests. We note that these results are consistent with the previous findings of Deshpande and
Fleck (2001) for the PVC foams and Tagarielli et al. (2005) for the balsa wood; readers are referred to these
studies for details on the multi-axial properties of these core materials.

3.3. Strain rate sensitivity of the core materials

The uniaxial data relate to low rates of strain, while dynamic tests on beams involve much higher rates of
strain. Thus, it is important to determine the strain rate sensitivity of the constituent solids. Glass fibre lam-
inates have a negligible strain rate sensitivity: when the strain rate is increased from 10�4 s�1 to 103 s�1, the
modulus and strength increase by less than 10% (Harding and Welsh, 1983).

The strain rate sensitivity of the H100 and H250 Divinycell PVC foams and the ProBalsa LD7 has been
investigated by Tagarielli et al. (in press) in a parallel study. They performed a series of uniaxial compression
experiments at strain rates from 10�4 s�1 to 4000 s�1. The high strain rate experiments were performed in a
Split-Hopkinson bar apparatus comprising magnesium bars: the low modulus of magnesium confers adequate
sensitivity of strain measurement in the bars for measurements on foams and woods. Their data for the com-
pressive strain rate sensitivity of these three materials is summarised in Fig. 3. In this figure the plateau stress
rpl (defined as the material strength at a total compressive strain of 15%) is plotted as a function of the applied
compressive strain rate _e. The experimental data for compressive strength as a function of strain rate are ade-
quately approximated by power-law fits of the form
Fig. 3.
The pl
rpl

r0

¼ _e
_e0

� �m

; ð1Þ
where _e0 is a reference strain rate, r0 a reference stress, and m is the power law exponent. With the reference
strain rate chosen as _e0 ¼ 1 s�1, a least-squares fit to the experimental data provides the coefficients and m.
These values are listed in Table 2 and the corresponding fits are included in Fig. 3 (for _e > 10�2 s�1). The com-
pressive yield strength of the H250 PVC foam and balsa wood doubles when the strain rate is increased from
quasi-static rates (10�4 s�1) to rates on the order of 103 s�1. In contrast, the H100 PVC foam displays only a
small elevation in uniaxial compressive strength (about 30%) for the same increase in strain rate.
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Summary of the strain rate sensitivity of the PVC foams and balsa wood under uniaxial compression (Tagarielli et al., in press).
ateau stress rpl (defined as the flow stress at a total strain of 15%) is plotted against the applied strain rate.



Table 2
The power-law coefficients (1) employed to fit the experimental data for the high strain rate compression of the PVC foams and balsa wood
in Fig. 3

Core material r0 m

H100 1.95 0.016
H250 7.44 0.048
Balsa 5.87 0.056

In all cases a reference strain rate _e0 ¼ 1 s�1 is chosen. Reproduced from Tagarielli et al. (in press).
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4. The protocol for dynamic tests on beams

Recall that the clamped beam set-up is sketched in Fig. 1. All beams tested in this study had a total span
2L = 200 mm and width b = 30 mm. The ends of the beams were rigidly clamped over a length of 75 mm, in
order to constrain them against both end rotation and end displacement. The cores of the sandwich beam were
replaced by aluminium inserts over the 75 mm clamped portion to allow for a high level of clamping pressure.

Aluminium alloy foam projectiles were used to provide impact loading of the clamped monolithic and sand-
wich beams over a central circular patch of diameter d, as shown in Fig. 1. The use of foam projectiles as a
means of providing well-characterised pressure versus time has recently been developed by Radford et al.
(2005) and subsequently employed to investigate the dynamic response of metallic sandwich beams and plates
with lattice cores. The underlying principle of this experimental technique is that a foam projectile exerts a
rectangular pressure versus time history on a rigid target. The pressure and the duration of the pressure pulse
are given by (Radford et al., 2005)
p0 ¼ rc þ
qpv2

p

eD

ð2Þ
and
s ¼ lpeD

vp

; ð3Þ
respectively, where qp and lp are the projectile density and length respectively while rc and eD are the foam
plateau strength and nominal densification strain, respectively. Thus, the pressure and the duration of the
pulse can be adjusted independently by varying the projectile velocity vp and length lp. Here, we conduct a
series of experiments on each beam configuration by varying vp, with all other foam projectile parameters held
fixed.

Circular cylindrical projectiles of length lp � 40 mm and diameter d = 28.5 mm were electro-discharge
machined from Alporas aluminium foam blocks of density qp � 300 kg m�3 (giving a projectile mass
mp � 7.5 · 10�3 kg). Recall that the beams have a width b = 30 mm. Thus, the projectiles load the beams over
nearly their entire width. The projectiles were fired from a 28.5 mm diameter bore, 4.5 m long gas gun at a
velocity vp in the range 50–350 m s�1, providing a projectile momentum per unit area I0 = qplpvp of up to
approximately 3700 N s m�2. Four to six tests at selected values of I0 were conducted on each of the beam
configurations listed in Table 1. In the tests, the value of I0 was gradually increased until complete tensile fail-
ure of the beams was observed.

High-speed photography was used to observe the dynamic transverse deformation of the beams and extract
the mid-span deflection versus time histories. A Hadland Imacon-790 image-converter camera was used; this is
capable of taking up to 20 frames at a maximum rate of 107 frames s�1. Inter-frame times of 100 ls and expo-
sure times of 20 ls were used.

5. Results from dynamic tests on beams

At least four levels of impulse I0 were applied to each beam configuration by varying the foam projectile
velocity vp. The deformation modes and deflection time histories of the back face were recorded using high
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speed photography, and a post-test visual examination was also conducted. Pronounced elastic spring-back
occurred after each test. Consequently, the high speed photography was essential for measuring the transient
deformation and for detecting the sequence of failure events. Post-test examination was useful in confirming
the existence of the various failure modes.

The main results from the experimental study are summarised in Figs. 4 and 5 for the monolithic and sand-
wich beams, respectively. In these figures, the maximum back-face displacement wmax at mid-span of each
beam is plotted as a function of the initial momentum I0 of the foam projectile. The critical momentum
beyond which face-sheet tensile tearing resulted in complete failure of the beam are included in
Figs. 4 and 5.

The degree of core compression is small in all sandwich beam tests, and hence the front and rear face deflec-
tions of the beams are comparable. This contrasts with the quasi-static three-point bending response of nom-
inally identical sandwich beams, as investigated by Tagarielli et al. (2004). They observed core indentation in
all tests. The difference in behaviour is attributed to the strain rate sensitivity of the PVC foams and balsa, as
shown in Fig. 3.

The maximum back face deflection wmax of the two monolithic beams (thicknesses 0.85 mm and 1.5 mm)
are approximately equal within experimental scatter (Fig. 4). In contrast, Fig. 5 shows that the sandwich beam
response is sensitive to both geometry and core composition. The core thickness has a dominant effect upon
impact resistance. Three examples illustrate this.

(i) The H2 beams outperform the H3 beams despite the fact that the H3 beams have higher aerial mass and
thicker face-sheets (Fig. 5a).

(ii) The HD2 beams have a higher dynamic strength than the HD3 beams (Fig. 5b). Both beams have
approximately the same areal mass but the HD2 beams have thicker cores.

(iii) The B2 balsa wood core beams (c = 15 mm) outperform the B1 (c = 5 mm) balsa wood core beams (see
Fig. 5c). However, the effect cannot be attributed solely to the core thickness as the B2 beams have a
higher areal mass than the B1 beams.

In Section 5.1, details on the dynamic modes of deformation and failure are given for each type of beam in
turn. A comparison of behaviours for beams of equal mass follows in Section 5.2. This comparison
instructs our search for the appropriate core and geometry to maximise impact resistance of a beam of given
mass.
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5.1. Deformation and failure modes for each type of beam

5.1.1. Monolithic beams

A sequence of high-speed photographs at 100 ls intervals is shown in Fig. 6a, for the monolithic specimen
M1 of Table 1 impacted at vp = 84 m s�1. Impact occurs between frames 1 and 2, and by frame 3 the metal
foam projectile has shortened by nearly 50% due to the propagation of a plastic shock wave along the axis of
the foam from the impacted face. After frame 3, the plastic wave within the foam projectile has arrested and
thereafter the projectile and the underlying beam elements share a common velocity. Between frames 2 and 4,
a flexural wave travels along the beam from the impact site towards the supports. This wave is then reflected,
compare frames 9 and 10. The mid-span deflection versus time history, as inferred from the high-speed pho-
tographs of Fig. 6a, is plotted in Fig. 6b. The numerical labels on the curve denote the frames of Fig. 6a. Max-
imum deflection is attained after approximately 500 ls. Subsequently, reflection of the flexural wave leads to
elastic recovery.

5.1.2. PVC foam core sandwich beams

High-speed photographic sequences (100 ls inter-frame time) of the H100 PVC foam core sandwich beams
(specimen type H2) impacted at vp = 204 m s�1 are shown in Fig. 7a. The projectile impacts the beam
between frames 2 and 3, and in frames 3 and 4 a flexural wave travels from the impact site towards the sup-
ports. Subsequently, the beam reaches a maximum deflection and springs back due to the partial reflection of
the flexural wave. Core fracture by micro-cracking is evident in frame 4 and an additional core crack initiates
at the left-hand support in frame 5. The composite face-sheets remain intact throughout the impact event and
the projectile is arrested. The mid-span deflection versus time history measured from the high-speed photo-
graphs is plotted in Fig. 7b with the numbers on the curve again corresponding to the frame numbers of
Fig. 7a.

The effect of impact velocity upon the deformation mode of the H100 PVC foam core beam can be assessed
by comparing Figs. 7a and 8. Fig. 8 displays high-speed photographic sequences (100 ls inter-frame time) of
an H2 beam impacted at vp = 323 m s�1. Impact occurs between frames 1 and 2 and by frame 3 the projectile
has fully densified. A number of cracks have initiated in the core by frame 4 and extensive failure of the core
due to the coalescence of these cracks is seen in frame 5. The composite faces tear at the supports by frame 5,
and this results in complete failure of the beam. The projectile penetrates through the beam without arrest.

Similar deformation mechanisms were observed for the H250 PVC foam core beams but the details are
omitted for the sake of brevity.

5.1.3. Balsa wood core sandwich beams

High-speed photographs of an impacted sandwich beam with a balsa wood core (type B2) are shown in
Fig. 9. The beam was impacted at vp = 140 m s�1 by the foam projectile, and the inter-frame time is again
100 ls. The mechanism of deformation is similar to that of the PVC foam core sandwich beams and involves
the propagation of a flexural wave along the beam from the impact site towards the supports. In the early
stages of motion, vertical cracks form within the balsa core along the rays of the balsa wood. Subsequently,
these cracks kink into delamination cracks between the core and face-sheets (frame 3) and propagate along the
face-sheet/core interface. This delamination of the face-sheets was observed in all the dynamic experiments on
balsa wood core sandwich beams. Delamination dramatically reduces the shear stiffness and strength of the
sandwich beams, and thereby negates the sandwich effect.

5.2. Comparison of the dynamic strength of the sandwich beams on the basis of equal mass

We proceed to compare the dynamic strengths of beams within each of the Sets 1–3 of Table 1. The max-
imum mid-span deflection of the back faces of the beams wmax is plotted against the projectile momentum I0 in
Fig. 10a–c, for each set in turn. For the sake of clarity we do not include the discrete experimental data points.
Rather, best-fitting power law relations between wmax and I0 are fitted to the data of Figs. 4 and 5, and are
re-plotted in Fig. 10. Although the power law relations are accurate, we offer no particular physical justifica-
tion for them. The relative performance of the sandwich beams within each set is summarised as follows.
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5.2.1. Set 1 (m � 3.5 kg m�2, Fig. 10a)

The H100 foam core beams (H1) outperform the balsa wood core beams (B1) of approximately equal
geometry. This confirms that the low shear ductility of the balsa wood core adversely affects its performance.
Equal mass monolithic beams have a higher dynamic strength than the balsa wood core sandwich beams but
are weaker than the H100 core sandwich beams.



Fig. 8. High-speed photographic sequence of sandwich beam specimen H2 (H100 PVC foam core) impacted by the foam projectile at a
velocity vp = 323 m s�1. The inter-frame time is 100 ls.
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5.2.2. Set 2 (m � 4.3 kg m�2, Fig. 10b)

The c = 15 mm H100 core sandwich beams (H2) have the highest dynamic strength and outperform the
c = 5 mm H250 foam core beams (HD1). Although the H250 foam has a higher strength, the increased core
thickness of the H100 beams gives these beams a higher impact resistance. The c = 15 mm balsa wood core
beams (B2) outperform the HD1 beams at low values of I0 but delamination failure of the B2 beams reverses
the order at higher impulses.

5.2.3. Set 3 (m � 6.3 kg m�2, Fig. 10c)
The HD2 beams have the best performance as they are made from the H250 core of thickness c = 15 mm

(i.e., the strongest and thickest core). The HD3 and H3 beams have a comparable performance as the higher
core thickness of the H3 beams compensates for the lower strength of the H100 foam.

We conclude that sandwich beams can outperform monolithic beams of equal mass. For sandwich beams
of equal mass, a trade-off exists between sandwich density and core thickness: a core of high density will be
strong and thin, while a low density core will be weak but thick. The increased ‘‘sandwich effect’’ in sandwich
beams with low density cores can compensate for the low core strength (e.g., the H2 beams have a higher
dynamic strength compared to the HD1 beams). Shear failure of the core can change the order of merit.
For example, in Set 2, the B2 beams are weaker than the HD1 beams at high impulse levels, due to shear fail-
ure of the brittle balsa wood.

6. Concluding remarks

The dynamic response of composite monolithic and sandwich beams has been measured by loading end-
clamped beams at mid-span with metal foam projectiles. The sandwich beams comprise glass-vinylester
face-sheets and either a PVC foam (low strength H100 core of density 100 kg m�3 or a high strength H250
core of density 250 kg m�3) or balsa wood core. High-speed photography was used to measure the transient
transverse deflection of the beams and determine the dynamic modes of deformation.

The dynamic deformation mode in both the sandwich and monolithic beams comprises a flexural wave that
travels from the impact site to the supports. This wave is partially reflected from the supports, and the max-
imum deflection of the beam mid-span occurs approximately at the instant that the flexural wave reaches the
supports. The failure mechanisms in the PVC sandwich beams include cracking in the core and tensile failure
of the face-sheets at the supports. Delamination of the face-sheets from the core is also observed in the balsa
wood core beams.
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The dynamic resistance of the beams is quantified by the maximum transverse deflection at the mid-span of
the beams for a fixed magnitude of projectile momentum. Appropriately designed sandwich beams have a
higher dynamic strength than monolithic beams of equal mass. Moreover, we observe that well-designed sand-
wich beams with the low strength H100 PVC foam core outperform sandwich beams with the high strength
H250 PVC foam core. This is attributed to the higher core thicknesses of the H100 core beams. The balsa
wood core outperforms the PVC cores at low impulses. However, at sufficiently high impulses, the balsa wood
core undergoes shear failure and results in a sandwich beam of low dynamic strength.
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